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It is well known that the Cauchy problem for the heat equation 
Bu,Gt = ‘,Au, u -.= u(t, x), t > 0, x =: (x1 ,..., x,J E Rn, n > 1, 
1% u(t, *) ==f, 
(1-l) 
preserves positivity of the initial dataf. This follows from the maximum principle 
[9, Chap. 21, or, more simply, from the fact that the heat transformation 
Tt:f (x1 ,..., xn) -* (Ttf)(y, >-,~n) 
== (1:2d)nlE f exp[-(1/2t) 1 y - x i”]f(X) dx 
w R” 
preserves positivity off for t > 0. Less trivial is the fact that the heat equation 
preserves log-concavity of the initial data [l; 2, Theorem 1.31: f > 0 and In f 
concave in UP implies In u(t, .) concave in II? for t > 0. In this paper, WC 
investigate other instances of such phenomena, where global properties of 11rJ 
are preserved by the heat flow (1.2). 
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Our research on this problem has been motivated in part by work on Ising 
spin systems. Indeed, as we point out at the end of Section II, there are close 
connections between correlation inequalities for Ising spin systems and exponen- 
tial preservation by the heat equation. Also, the proof of one of our theorems 
depends on a result on the comparison of measures (Lemma 2.4) which is 
related to work on phase transitions [14, Sect. VI; 161. 
Our methods of proof are twofold: (1) to study the transformation (1.2) 
directly; (2) to apply the maximum principle in a novel way (to derivatives of 
In u). The second method is formal in that it requires certain a priori bounds 
which we are unable to obtain in general. However, we have included the second 
method because it confirms in a graphic way most of the results found by the 
first method and because it yields some new results of its own. Both methods 
extend to parabolic equations of the form &/at = du - VU for certain potential 
functions 1;‘: 
Section II of this paper states the main results. They are proved in Sections III 
and IV by means of the first and second methods, respectively. 
II. I\/IAIN RESULTS 
Given x = (x1 ,..., x~) E UP, we write Y = ! x j = (CT=r xi2)r/2. Let YF be a 
class of smooth functions W which map [w” + OF, some n = 1,2,..., and which 
satisfy 
lim+inf M/(X)/~ > --co. (2-l) 
We denote by exp(-9Y) the class of all functions f of the form f = exp(-W) 
for some WE ~9”. We retain the minus sign in the notation in order to stay 
consistent with [6, 71. 
DEFINITION 2.1. YY is exponentially preserved by the heat equation (1.1) if 
wheneverfE exp(-“t/), then u(t, a) E esp(-%r) for t > 0; i.e., if 
T, : exp(-YK) -+ exp(-w) 
where Tt denotes the heat flow (1.2). 
for t > 0, 
We need a hypothesis on W like (2.1) so that the integral in (1.2) converges 
for f = exp(- I$‘) and for suitably small t. This convergence, and hence the 
existence of ~(t, .), for only small t will be the case if the limit infimum in (2.1) is 
strictly negative. We assume that, whenever necessary, the t-values are suitably 
restricted. 
Our first theorem lists a number of exponentially preserved classes. The 
exponential preservation of certain of these classes follows from known facts, 
as we point out in Remark 2.3(a) b e ow. 1 We include them here since they have 
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not previously been considered from such a general viewpoint. Each of the 
classes is defined in terms of global properties of certain derivatives of IJ7, of 
some order K. The superscript appearing in the notation for each class denotes 
the order R of these derivatives. Our second method of proof throws more light 
on the fact that only K = 0, 1,2, 3 appear. We use + as a subscript in the nora- 
tion for certain of the classes (Cases (ii), (iv), (v), (vij) since there are analogous 
“minus classes” in these cases. For Case (v), we define this “minus class?’ 
?YT,, in the theorem because we are able to prove its exponential preservation 
for a wider range of n than that of Yft,r. The other “minus classes” (Cases (& 
(iv), (vi)) are defined in Remark 2.3(b) below. Their exponential preservation 
holds for the same values of n as in the theorem. In Remark 2.3(c), we comment 
on other features of and certain gaps in the theorem; e.g., Case (v)(a) for -zz == 3, 
For technical convenience, we work now only with CK functions. See Remark 
2.3 (d) concerning a wider choice of initial data. We use subscript notation to 
denote partial derivatives. Given IV E C(W), n >, 1, we say that IV is even in xj 
if ir is invariant under the transformation taking sj to -xj and totally even if it is 
even in xi for eachj = l,..., zz. 
THEOREM 2.2. The following subclasses of C”(W) are exponential/y preserved‘ 
by the heat equatio?z :
(i) ?Y’O == (IV ! K > W > K’ in wi’), for azzy cozzstazzts KJ 2 K 3 K’ > 
-,a and 72 > 1; 
(ii) ?&?+l = (W 1 W eaen in xi ozz R”; WX, 2 0 fw xi > 0, xj real (j + ii1 .,: 
for 1t > I, and i E (l,..., nj. 
(iii) W$ = (IV ] W cozz’uex izz W), for n > 1; 
(iv) 7LY+s = -[I%;’ 1 TT/ tota& even in R?; for all 1 ,< i + j < n IVZiZ; 3 0 
for xi , .vi > 0, xb real (k 2 i, j)), for n = 2; 
(v) (a) YP*!r,,. = (IV [ yrtr+s; W a function only of G), for n = I! or ?z > 4; 
(b) $f”,, = (W / 1%‘~ ‘Y@‘~“; W a fimcfion o&y of r”> for n > 2; 
(vi) YY+” = (Et’ \ W even in W; Wz,rlr, >, Ofor x1 > Oj. 
Remark 2.3. (a) Yr” is .exponentially preserved because of the standard 
maximum principle for the heat equation. The esponential preservation of 
Yflia for n = 1 follows from a known fact concerning one-dimensional unimodal 
functions: for 71 = 1, fe exp(-%+I) is symmetric and unimodal; thus T+,f, 
as the convolution of two symmetric, unimodal functions, is symmetric and 
unimolal [12 p. 981. Since it is smooth, it belongs to exp(-WLr) for f > 0. 
The exponential preservation of K,a follows from [l; 2, Theorem I .3] and that of 
%tl;” from [6, Theorem 1.11. The other cases are new. 
(b) Define classes ‘@c”, k = 1, 2, 3, as follows: W-r is obtained from %&LX 
be replacing the derivative inequality in (ii) with IVZi < Sxi (some 6 real); 
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YK2 and %‘I3 are obtained from %?+? and @‘-+s, respectively, by reversing the 
senses of the derivative inequalities in (iv) and (vi). These are all exponentially 
preserved: r’yll and YKz, by modifyin g the proofs of Section III; YK3 by 
[7, Theorem I]. 
(c) We are unable to prove the exponential preservation of -ky,? for n > 2 
by either of the two methods; method one yields it only with the extra assumption 
of spherical symmetry (Case (v)). Th e exponential preservation of SY”$,P for 
n = 3, not covered by Case (v)(a), is presumably true. This gap in Theorem 2.2 
should be viewed as a fluke. In Remark 3.1, we do show that for n = 3 
where 
(2-2) 
3!f:,, = (W j W(x) = Q(r2) f or some Cm function Q such that Q’ > 0 on (0, co)}. 
We note an alternate definition of the classes YY:,< which will be of use 
in Section III. 2 
I 
C,r] 
W?,S = I W! W(x) = Q(G) for some Cm I ~~~~kj function Q on [0, co)/. 
(2.3) 
Indeed, for W of this form, bV..lsZ = x~x~Q”; this explains why we write our radial 
functions with argument r2 instead of Y. The exponential preservation of the 
classes *YK*~ does not seem to extend to n > 1 via either method. 
(d) The assumption that the initial data be Cm is unnecessarily restrictive. 
In fact, it is natural to allow the initial data to be a measure and to ask for which 
measures will u(t, -) E exp(--dY) for a given class YY. This is equivalent to -I 
determining the set exp(-YY) of weak limits of measures with densities in 
exp(-rtV). In certain cases, this can be done explicitly. For Yr = YY+” or 
‘K3, we refer to [6, Theorem 2.4; 7, Theorem 61. Here it is shown that the set 
of all measures dp in exp( --dY) absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue 
measure with dp/dx > 0 in RI, all have the form dp = fdx for somefE exp(-?.V*); 
%‘“* is defined analogously to YY except that the Ccc assumption is dropped and 
,the inequality on the derivative of MJ’ is replaced by a suitable convexity/ 
concavity condition. The analogous statement can be proved for Cases (i), 
(ii), (iii), and (v) (the latter for all n >, 2). 
(e) It is known that the classes exp(-YK) for %” in (ii) (with fz = 1) 
and for YY in (iii) are closed under convolutions [12, p. 98; 1; 2, Theorem 1.31. 
The Gaussian kernel exp(- 1 x 12/2t) b 1 e on s g t o exp(-%Y) for YP” in (ii) (with 
TJ 3 1) and for YY in (iv), (v)(a)-(b), and (vi). This leads to the conjecture that 
some of these exp(--7kt/ classes are also closed under convolutions, a fact which 
would generalize Theorem 2.2. It can be shown however, that this is not the 
case for (vi). (AnyfE exp(-w+3) can have at most two maxima, but two such 
f’s can be found whose convolution has three maxima.) 
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The proof of the exponential preservation of the classes %KI1, case (ii) of 
Theorem 2.2, is based on the following result, of some independent interest, 
We emphasize that for n = 1, condition (2.5)(b) is always satisfied. In (2.4) and 
for the rest of the paper, we omit the region of integration when it is all of IL?” and 
there is no danger of confusion. 
LEMMA 2.4. We are given n > 1, some i E (l,..., nj rind 1, p E C1(R”), .SXH 
in xi . Sufficient conditions that 
are that 
j xik exp(x - y - P(x)) dx 
J exp(x . y - P(x)> dx 
~ J xCik exp(x . JJ) - P(X)) dx 
J exp(x ’ y - P(X)) dx 
for all k = I, 2 ,..., ys > 0, yr real ( j 1 i); 
(2.4) 
(a) 8P/axi > aP/axi for Xi 2 0, Xj real (j If i), 
(b) @/axi be afunctiolz of xi only. (2.5) 
Given a class %‘” in Theorem 2.2, a natural problem is to determine for which 
potential functions V is $F exponentially preserved by the equation 
au/at = (d - qu, if% u = f. (3.6) 
An answer is essentially that it suffices for I/’ to be in this class ?F. This can be 
shown to follow from Theorem 2.2 via the Trotter product formula; for details 
in two cases, see [l; 2, Theorem 2.101 and [6, Theorem 1.11. In order to avoid 
some technicalities, we choose to include this problem in our maximum prin- 
ciple approach where it involves no extra effort. 
We now turn to method two. This determines exponential preservation by the 
(formal) application of the maximum principle to derivatives of In U, where EC 
solves (1.1) or (2.6). We define new classes %?*k, k = 1, 2, 3, by modifying the 
classes %KIk, Cases (ii), (iv), (vi) of Theorem 2.2: we drop the hypothesis of 
eveness, but require that the respective derivative inequalities hold for all real 
values of the relevant variables. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume the a priori bounds (4.4). The following subclasses of 
Cm(RB”) are exponentially preserved by the heat equatioz: 
(i) Y~~l,S=O,n>ll; 
(ii) %7+2, n = 2; 
(iii) wS2 = {W 1 a2i3qaxi2 < 0 in IL!“), for some i E (I,..., 721, n > 1; 
(iv) Y&-” = (W j 3 CF,,,=, yijW,cjzj < 0 in in}, for some syrtnzetric positiw 
dejinite matrix T = (yij)? n > 1; 
(v) YP*3. 
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Also assume that VE ‘YY, for some YF in Cases (i)-(v) above. Then this $, is 
exponentially presewed by Ep. (2.6). 
Remark 2.6. (a) It suflices to prove the last part of the theorem; the first 
part follows by taking T/’ 3 0. 
(b) The second method together with a symmetry argument yields the 
exponential preservation of the classes w+“, k = 1, 2, 3, of Theorem 2.2 (with 
6 = 0 for YK*); see Remark 4.1(a) for details. The second method also yields 
the exponential preservation of the class YKYz, of Theorem 2.2, for 7t = 1; see 
Eq. (4.6)(b). 
(c) We define 
(2.7) 
where aij’s and hi’s are real constants and the matrix A = (aij) is symmetric 
and positive definite. Method two shows that classes (i), (iii), (iv), (v) of Theorem 
2.5 as well as the classes 7@kk, k = 1, 2, 3, of Theorem 2.2 (with 6 = 0 for 
YK1 and the first-order terms in L zero) are exponentially preserved by the 
equation au/at = Lu; for class (ii) of Theorem 2.5 we require a,, = 0. A similar 
statement as in the theorem holds for the equation au/at = Lu - Vu. 
(d) In Remark 4.1(b) we sketch the formal argument which shows that 
the classes (W(j) denotes N+‘/&,j) 
-ty;” = (W, 1 Wt3) > 0, W@) < O,..., (-l)“-lFF > 0 in IP}, 
gMn: = (W / Wc3) < 0, W@) < 0 ,..., W(“) < 0 in II&$, 
cm 
are exponentially preserved by (2.6) for each k = 4, 5,..., provided S/E Yp;“. 
A difficulty with this is that for any smooth function W in either of the classes 
.%?I” with T,t”3’ + 0, (2.1) cannot be satisfied. We discuss how one might get 
around this by working with WE P(FP\{O}). We mention the classes ‘Y&” 
because, surprisingly, they also arise in the apparently unrelated context of 
[11, Theorem 3.11. Here, among other things, monotonicity properties of the 
zeros of solutions of certain Sturm-Lionville systems on (0, co) are studied. 
Analogous, but far less detailed, information on the eigenvalues of the operator 
- ds/d.x2 + V, for certain potentials V, is known [5, p. 1691. 
We end this section by briefly commenting on the connection between 
exponential preservation by the heat equation and correlation inequalities for 
Ising spin systems. The fact that $Y?+” is exponentially preserved is related to 
necessary and sufficient conditions, on single-site spin measures, for the Grifliths- 
Hurst-Sherman (GHS) inequality to hold [6]. ‘K3 is similarly related to 
reverse GHS inequalities [7]. That for n = 2 the classes ‘!K*” are exponentially 
preserved is related to necessary and sufficient conditions, on single site two- 
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dimensiona vector-spin measures, for certain forms of the (X.fIiths-Kelly- 
Sherman (GKS II) inequalities to hold (unpublished). This latter result 
generalizes inequalities found first in [13] and extended. in [3, 4, lo]. 
III. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
We define We = -lnf, where f is given in (I. l), and set P(X) = TV,, + j x 12,/2t. 
We write 
where 
u(t, .) rzz e+(.), 
Wt(y) = --In T,(exp(-lVO)) = Q$ - In J exp (y - q 
+ i ln(2at). 
For G a function of x, we define 
(3.1) 
(3.3) 
When n = 1, we write x for x1, y for yr . 
Case (ii). We prove that if IV,, is even in xi and there exist constants 6, < 6, 
so that 
for all xi > 0, xj real (j f zJ, (3.4) 
then 
S,yi/(l + S,t) < (Wt),, G Sly&l $- S,t), for all yi > 0, yj real (j f i), t > 0, 
(3.5) 
as long as the denominators stay finite. The exponential preservation of YY~” 
(resp., 97-l) follows from the left-hand (resp., right-hand) inequality by setting 
6, = 0 (resp., 6, = 6). Our proof that (3.4) implies (3.5) depends on Lemma 2.4, 
which is proved at the end of this section. From (3.2) and (3.3), we have 
(- Wt),, = -yilt + (xiit>p . 
By the hypothesis (3.4) on lVO and by Lemma 2.4, it follows that 
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It is easily calculated that 
wf)(s+t-*)2,2,2 = Y$( 1 + St), 
and so we obtain (3.5). 1 
Case (iv). We define Iw,” = (X 1 x1 > 0 ,..., x, > 01, n > 1. We prove that 
W&+ 3 0 on R,2 a ( Wt)zl~2 g3 0 on lQs for t > 0. (3.6) 
Our method parallel that of [5, Sect. 41, which was used to prove Case (vi) of 
Theorem 2.2. Using the notation (3.3), we see that 
(- WYIY, = (++)p - (?->,(Y) * ($(Yh 
which can be rewritten in terms of new variables z = (zI , zs) as 
1 
wwY,Y, = 2t’ 
s (xl - q)(x2 - x2) ey’(~+B)‘te-P(Z)-p(~) dx dx 
[J- @c’Ylte-P(2) &42 
Since yI , y2 > 0, (3.6) will follow if we can show 
02 s ~2xB2 (x1 + z~)~~(x~ - ~J(x2 + x~)~~(x~ - x2) e--PQ)-p(” dx dx 
= 2WW 
I 
Sk,~*k,~e-P(~+i,u+&)-P(s--l,~--li) ds & dg &, 
84 
for all K, , 72, > 0. (3.7) 
Because P is totally even, this integral vanishes unless both K, and k, are odd. 
Now take k, and k, both odd. Via a change of variables in each of the fifteen 
orthants of Iw” where at least one of the variables s, 8, u or #is negative, we rewrite 
the integral as 
81 
skli-iikzii dp(s, s, u, iz), 
“+4 
where 
dp(s, S, u, C) = (exp[-P(s + S, 2c + fl) - P(s - 3, u - IT)] 
-exp[-P(s + S, EC - IT) - P(s - S, u + il)]} ds d$ du dfZ. 
Thus, we obtain (3.6) ,if dp < 0 in R+4, which occurs if and only if 
0 < P(s + s, u + ii) - P(s + s, 24 - q - P(s - s, u + q + P(s - s, 21 - if), 
for all s, S, u, IX > 0. 
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We claim that (3.8) holds if and only if P,,,, z (W&.+ > 0 on lR,2. Assuming 
that s > S, u >, E (by symmetry), we prove this claim by rewriting (3.8) in the 
form 
Case (v). For n = 2, Cases (v) (a) and (b) are clear because Y#ri,rC $Y$, 
* = + or -, ?z = 2, and because T, exp(-TVO) is a function of r2 if TV0 is. The 
proof for n > 2 proceeds via a reduction to n = 2, but we need different methods 
for (a) and (b). 
Proof of (v) (a) for n > 4. Since T/t; = lVt(\ y I”), we may choose y = 
(Yl 9 Y2 , 0, o,..., 0). Because of symmetry, it suffices to prove that 
(W,j,,,, 3 0 for t > O,yl ,yz > 0, given TAT0 = Q,(j x i2),Q; > 0. (3.9) 
We define f = (xl , x2), F = ! f I, 5 = (x3 ,..., x,,), r = 1 3i: j, and 
Then 
U,(F> = --In 
s 
exp[-?/2t - QO(G + i”)] &. (3.10) 
Wt(y) = 1 y 12/2t - In J exp[x *y/t - P/2t - U&P*)] d%+ (n/2) ln(25-f). 
(3.11) 
By Case (v) (a) f or n = 2 and by (2.3), it suffices to prove that Uz >, 0. But 
e-cJc (i2) = const 
.I 




m exp(--fs/2t + Q,(P* + S) + [(4 - n)/Z] !n s]) rls, s = p”. 
0 
Thus Vi > 0 if the function on (0, 00) x (0, co), 
(f2, s) -+ s/2t + Qo(F2 + s) + [(4 - FL)/21 ln S, 
is jointly convex for t > 0 [ 1; 2, Theorem 1 .l]. Since Qi > 0, this will be the 
case provided n > 4. 1 
Remark 3.1. Concerning n = 3, for which the above argument breaks 
down, we prove (2.2). For n = 3, Ul > 0 provided the function 
is jointly convex for t > 0. This is the case if QL > 0, Qi > 0; thus (2.2) follows. 
(For any n > 2, TV,, E “YY”+,~ implies that U,, in (3.10) is jointly convex in x1, x2, 
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but this is not the same as showing the convexity of lJ, in f2; we need the latter 
for Case (v) (a).) 
PYoofof(u)(6)foY n > 3. We prove (3.9) with the sense of the derivative 
inequalities reversed. By Case (v) (b) for n = 2 and by (2.3), it suffices to prove 
Vi < 0. But using the notation (3.3) and denoting ( jw-o+in,2t by ( >, we have 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We first prove the lemma for n = 1, then reduce the 
proof for n > 1 to this case. We write x for x1 , y for yr . Cross-multiplying in 
(2.4) and expressing the result as a single integral, we see that (2.4) is equivalent 
to 
0 < ~* (3” - ,+ eY(3.+2)e-F(“)-p(z) dx &, 
s 
y > 0, k = 1,2 ,... . (3.12) 
Since 
X12 - xk = 
[ 
X+Z “J” 2 I “,“]“-[“;” 
= L%,,,(x + z)“(x - x)” 
for certain a,,, >, 0 and since y >, 0, (3.12) holds provided 
0 < lR2 (x + z)“(x - .z)‘ne-p(2)-p(z) dx dz, for all I, m >, 0, 
= z-km+1 2 
s 
szun%e-P(s+u)-Pw (js due 
Et% 
Because of the evenness of P, V, this integral vanishes unless 1 and m are either 
both even or both odd. If I and m both are even, then the integral is clearly 
positive. Now take 1 and m both odd. Via a change of variables in the second, 
third, and fourth quadrants of R2, we rewrite the integral as 
2s 
&pz[exp(---P(s + U) - P(s - u)) - exp(-p(s - U) - P(s + u))] ds du. 
a+2 
As in the proof of case (iv) of Theorem 2.2, the last integral is nonnegative for 
all 1, m odd if 
P(s + 24) - P(s - u) >, P(s + u) - P(s - u), all s, u > 0, 
which is equivalent to aPjax > ap/la x f or x 3 0. This completes the proof for 
1~ = 1. Now assume that n > 1 and, without loss of generality, that i = 1 in 
(2.4). We define jE = (xa ,..., xn), 9 = (yB ,..., ~3, and 
$$ = -q#+ ev(-Ph ,3) d.5 exp(Z . Y) . (e;p(-p(Xr ) 2)). 
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Then (2.4) may be rewritten as 
s (3.13) 
all k = 1, 2 ,..., II1 > 0. 
By the proof for n = 1, (3.13) holds provided 
au __ J aP/ax, exp(l . f - P) dZ , J aF/ax, exp(3c” . j - p) d% = aE 
ax1 fexp(5.y - P>dJi: ATp(Z+-)dx” ax, ’ 
for X1 > 0. (3.14) 
But because of conditions (2.5), 
aP aB 
=ax,=ax,’ for x1’o0, 
and so (3.14) follows. 1 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.5 
Let u solve (2.6) with Iim,&t, *) = exp(-IV,,) and define Wk(x) = --In ZJ 
and 52, = (0, T] i: W, 0 < T < CO. Our strategy is to apply the maximum 
principle of 19, p. 43, Theorem 91 to the (quasilinear) equations satisfied by 
Y G DW, for each of the five cases of Theorem 2.5. I-Iere, D is the first-, 
second-, or third-order differential operator appearing in the definitians of the 
ciasses. For each case, we show that Y satisfies an equation of the form 
aY/at = MY + v(t, X) + DV in fi, 3 
MY = @lY + f &(t, x) YXj + y(t, x)Y, 
j=l 
The functions & , y, and 40 depend on t, x through W and its derivatives, 
9 = 0 in Cases (i), (ii) and (v) and 9) < 0 in 52, in Cases (iii) and (iv). We now 
assume that W, and V belong to W, for a given class %‘” in the theorem. For the 
plus classes in (i), (ii) and (v), we have that 
(I11 - ajat)Y 9 0 in L?a , Y(0, x) > 0 in W*, (4.2) 
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as p s 0, DV, DWo > 0. For the minus classes in (i), (ii), (v) and in Cases (iii) 
and (iv), we have that 
(Ill - a/at)Y > 0 in Sz, , Y(0, X) < 0 in Iw”, (4.3) 
as p, DV, OH’,, < 0. Hence, modulo the bounds (4.4), we may conclude that 
Y 3 0 in Q, in (4.2), Y < 0 in Q0 in (4.3). In all cases, we see that WE z&“. 
In order to make this argument rigorous, one must show that the bounds 
[9, p. 43, Eqs. (4.1)-(4.2)] on Y and on the coefficients in AI in (4.2) and in (4.3) 
above are valid. Comparison with the equations to be derived below shows that 
we need the following a priori bounds on W and its derivatives for (t, X) E Sz, : 
Case (i): j VJY j < K(] x: 1 + 1); 
Case (ii): &tYSI,, > -B exp(C ] x 12), I VW1 < K(I x I + I>, 
w,iq b -K(I x I2 + l), i = 1,2; 
Case (iii)-(iv): JYza, < B exp(C 1 x I”), i = I,..., n; 
I VWI < WI x I + 1); 
Case (9: *Wzlslzl , > -B exp(C ] x j2), I kf7X1 < K(] x ] + l), 
w+, > -K((l x 12 + 1). 
(4.4) 
Here, I VW I = ~upr~~~~ I PI/,% ) ; 0 < K, B, C < co; one chooses the signs in 
Cases (ii) and (v) of (4.4) according to whether one is working with the plus or 
minus class in these cases. We are unable to obtain these bounds in any generality; 
see Remark 4.1(c) for special cases. 
We proceed to derive Eqs. (4.1) for the five cases. The following are easily 
checked (i, j, I E {l,..., a>): 
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Case (i) is covered by Eq. (4.5) (a). For C ases (ii)-( we derive the following: 
(4 w%,s)* = WW,,,,) + P . W%,z,) -t Y%*04 + FTZiTL 3 
p = -VW, y = --dw; 
(b) (I%&t = $l(W,ixJ + p * V(%&+.) f 9 f z.:Tizi, 
p = -VW, qJ = -V(W& . v(w~~); 
(c) (DW), = gl(DW) + /9 * V(DW) -t ql + DV, 
D = zyii ayax,axi, p = -VW, 
q3 = -Zy,,V(WxJ * V(Wzj). 
Case (ii) is covered by (4.6) (a); y < 0 in (4.6) (b), which covers Case (iii); by 
the positive definiteness of r, g, < 0 in (4.6) (c), which covers Case (iv). Case (v) 
is covered by (4.5) (c) with i = j = 2 = n = 1 (X = x1): 
vJ7m& = Hwm3h?! + B(W,,,) + ywm, t v,,, , 
/3 = -wz ) y = -3WE,. 
(4.7) 
Remark 4.1. (a) We explain how method two yields the exponential preserva- 
tion of the classes %Ksk, k = 1, 2, 3, of Th eorem 2.2 (with 6 = 0 for YE”). We 
define 9, = (0, T] x G, where 
In each case, the maximum principle yields the exponential preservation provided 
DW > 0 in (0, T] x ZG in the plus cases, Dl;l/ < 0 in (0, T] x aG in the 
minus cases (see [15, p. 183, Theorem lo]. But by the evenness of WF DW =: 0 
in (0, T] s SG in all cases. 
b) Concerning the exponential preservation of the classes ?‘&?kk, k 3 4, 
defined bp (2.8) we derive from (4.7) the following equations satisfied by PP: 
p = -W(l), yk = -[3 -t (k - 3)] W(e), 
2-l 
rpk = - c ~,Jmd~7W-m) 7 bn > 0, 
m=3 
(4.8) 
k > 4. 
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An induction argument in k shows that in the case of p+“, (- l)“-$k 2 0 
while in the case of @Lki, rpr < 0; hence in both cases the maximum principle 
may be applied. It is not difficult to produce W, E fik>* $P@l\{O}), c = + or 
--; i.e., IV, which satisfy the derivative inequalities in (2.8) in Rl\{O) (e.g., 
set W0 = 0 on (-co, 0) and use [8, p. 4153). For the status of the maximum 
principle in such a situation, we refer to [15, pp. 99, 1861. 
(c) We consider special cases which at least show that the a priori bounds 
(4.4) are reasonable. If IS’,, is totally even and satisfies the bounds 
I(Wo),i j d K I xi I in W, for each i = l,..., n, (4.9) 
(3.5) shows that 1 VW 1 < M j x 1 in Q, . Under assumption (4.9) and the total 
evenness of Wr, , Lemma 2.4 can be applied to higher derivatives of W to con- 
clude that for i = l,..., 12, 
but these bounds are bad for t J 0. If IS’s is convex, then by [2, Theorem 1.31, 
we may conclude that Wzizi 3 0, i = I,..., N, d W 3 0 in Q, . 
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